
Date/Time of accident: _________________________________     Location of accident: _________________________________                   

Names of all present at accident: _____________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Specific task being performed:  _______________________________________________________________________________

Equipment involved: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Incident classification: ________________  Date of Investigation: ________________  Primary Investigator: ___________________

Names of all present at investigation: __________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 INVESTIGATION OF CAUSE

Brief description of what happened:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is(are) immediate cause(s)? (unsafe act, unsafe method or unsafe condition?):

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Continued on next page.
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Construction Safety



POSSIBLE CAUSES YES  NO  EVALUATION/CONCLUSION

Lack of Knowledge/Training/JSA Review
Do safe practices exist for the job? 
Did employee know the safe practices? 
Was the employee qualified?
Manager observation of employee doing the job before?
Would more training have reduced the hazard?
When were JSAs last reviewed with employee/team?
Does JSA need modifications?

Employee Placement
Employee physically able to do the task safely? 
Any work restrictions or medication?
List:______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Not Enforcing Safe Practices
Were people aware of the hazards or non-use
of safe practices?
Employee history of following safe practices? 
Common to follow unsafe practices for this job?
Are unsafe acts confronted? 

Design/Construction
Difficult to do the safe thing?
Slippery surfaces?
Sharp edges?
Exposed catch or pinch points?
Improper layout? 
Built-in hazards?
If Yes, explain: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Inadequate Personal Protective Equipment
Proper equipment in use?
Specified equipment adequate?

Additional Notes : _________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Continued on next page.
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
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_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________



POSSIBLE CAUSES YES  NO  EVALUATION/CONCLUSION

Inferior Equipment
Equipment in disrepair? 
Was inspection program adequate and up-to-date? 
Did a piece of equipment fail; if so, why?
If equipment was in good condition, would the hazard 
be reduced? 

Inadequate Inspection & Maintenance
Were the correct tools/equipment being used? 
Did equipment fail due to poor quality? 

Inadequate Feedback System
Is short cut taking acceptable? 
Is it punishing to do the task safely, (i.e. production 
demands, harder, help not available, etc.)? 
Is safety a normal one-on-one with the supervisor? 
Is unsafe behavior confronted? 
Are unsafe acts ignored? 
Is safe behavior recognized and rewarded? 

Unsafe Method
Is there an established procedure for the job? 
Was it being used effectively? 
Was the task new? 
Was the task routine? 
Was complacency a factor? 
Was positioning a problem? (tight space, long reach, etc.)?
Explain any unsafe methods: ________________________________________________________________________________

 FOLLOW UP

For each cause identify the appropriate follow-up, who is responsible and a completion date. (replicate as needed)

Cause: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

Action?  Who?  When?
__________________________________ __________________________________ __________________________________

__________________________________ __________________________________ __________________________________

__________________________________ __________________________________ __________________________________
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